The deepMRAC method was developed and evaluated using a reference pseudo CT image (CT ref ) that was synthesized through a combination of image registration, fat-water conversion, and image processing. This is in contrast to previous studies that relied on image registration alone for reference CT image generation (1). After subjectively testing multiple registration packages, we found that all registration packages were insufficient to provide a ground truth training dataset for the pelvis images (see Sup Fig 1 for examples of misregistration), leading us to synthesize CT ref as described in the manuscript. However, due to historical reliance on image registration for reference CT generation in PET/MR research, we chose to also compare our synthesized CT ref to that of a registered CT (CT reg ) and evaluate its impact on PET reconstruction.
We selected the MIM (MIM Software Inc, Cleveland, OH) multimodality MR-to-CT registration algorithm based on edge detection because it subjectively outperformed the other packages we tested. We rigidly registered the CT to the axial T2 image in MIM then ran the MR-to-CT registration algorithm. In areas of misregisration, we updated the registration using MIM's Reg Refine feature, placing as many lock points (points where the image modalities are manually aligned locally and then weighted in the registration) as deemed necessary. PET images for the 6 test subjects were reconstructed using CT reg and then compared to PET images reconstructed with CT ref . Root mean squared error (RMSE) of the PET images for all 6 subjects, as described in the manuscript, was calculated using CT ref as the reference, as were the SUV errors for the 16 lesions.
Despite outperforming the other registration packages that we tested, the MR-to-CT deformable registration with MIM had residual misregistrations (see Sup Fig 1) . Overall, the RMSE of the PET image reconstructed with CT reg was 9.1%. Note that this is less than the 11.6% error that was obtained when using the system's default soft tissue-only MRAC, but more than the 5.9% error obtained when ignoring bowel gas and the and 4.4% error when converting a continuous CT ref to a discrete CT ref-discrete . The distribution of mean SUV errors for lesions when using CT reg were narrower (-2.1 ± 4.4%) than using the system MRAC (0.0 ± 6.4%), but slightly more biased. The negative bias with CT reg was likely due to the registration having a tendency to err on the side of keeping the CT boundaries within the MR boundaries, rather than allowing the CT to spill outside of the MR boundaries.
Overall, the differences between using our synthesized CT ref and using a registered CT reg for attenuation correction were not negligible. Because ground truth attenuation correction maps for PET/MR are unknown (and can only be obtained with a trimodality system), approximate methods such as image registration are necessary for MRAC validation. The discordance we found between MR-to-CT registration and our novel combination method (registration + fat-water conversion + image processing) suggests that further development and validation of MR-to-CT deformable registration is needed. Sup Fig 1. Example of misregistration errors for multiple subjects following MIM deformable MR-to-CT registration. 
